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Modernize your currency and your relationships with customers
Travel credits are not new, but airlines have not invested in great solutions for managing them — internally for themselves or for the sake of 
their customers. Historically, small volumes of travel credits combined with their minimal impact on the customer experience (CX) often didn’t 
require them.

But due to the sheer volume of credits issued during COVID-19, travel credits have emerged as an issue for just about every airline. By the end 
of 2021, airlines issued or continued to owe customers roughly $20 billion in credits or refunds — with a 5000% increase in customer 
complaints compared to 20191. 

Airlines have different terms and formats for the travel credits they provide customers. Even so, airlines generally provide three types 
of travel credits, each of which we discuss in the context of this guide:

What is a travel credit?

In this guide, we explore the existing challenges associated with airline travel credits management and their impact on both the customer 
experience and airlines’ bottom lines. We then share strategic and operationally flexible solutions — made possible by a unique digital wallet 
technology — for a truly modern approach to travel credits management.

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/airlines-owe-billions-refunds-cancelled-flights-2020 

1. Gibson, Kate. “Airlines still owe travelers billions in refunds for flights canceled in 2020.” CBS NEWS, December 2, 2021. 

•  Travel certificates or vouchers: The airline issues a unique form of compensation to the customer out of goodwill, often because of 
major delays or other inconveniences out of the airline’s control, without obligation and only for use with that airline or its partners.

•  Future flight credits: The airline provides the customer with a credit towards future bookings, often because the customer initiated 
a change or cancellation on a nonrefundable ticket.

•  Refunds: The airline provides a cash refund to the customer, often due to flights canceled by the airline and in agreement with the 
airline’s own cancellation policies.
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Operational and CX challenges 
airlines face today

High volumes of travel credits have revealed travel 
credits management to be a systemic problem, one 
that impacts both airlines and their passengers in 
negative ways. Airlines struggle to manage travel 
credits in a seamless way and fail to provide a 
seamless experience for customers. Pain points 
often include:

As volume continues to increase, airlines are also 
struggling with bad publicity and waning customer 
loyalty2.  Finding the right travel credits 
management solution is a central issue at every 
airline.

•  Customers struggle to redeem credits due to lost 
codes, complicated websites, and disparate 
methods for different types of credits.

•  Call centers become overwhelmed with frustrated 
customers who have time-sensitive needs.

•  Airlines have applied only temporary, inconsistent, 
or outdated digital or analog solutions for travel 
credit redemption, exacerbating operational 
challenges.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/06/travel/airline-travel-credits-questions-answers.html 

2   Taub, Eric A. “The Continuing Confusion Over Airline Travel Credits.” The New York Times, July 6, 2021. 
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Opportunities to optimize travel credits management
Imagine a digital wallet for travel credits, integrated with an airline’s website and mobile app. This travel credits wallet is fully configurable, 
allowing airlines to make credits eligible for any variety of airline-sold products they choose to enable as part of their business strategy — 
including flights, ancillaries, hotels, rental cars, vacations, or other retail options —  as part of a closed user group.

Airlines can use a digital wallet to facilitate a  closed user group; specifically, they can create “win-win” offers for themselves and their 
customers that are preferable to cash refunds. For example, an airline could create a special rate for mileage purchases not offered 
outside of its digital wallet, and even configure that special offer within the wallet for certain types of credits, certain customer 
segments, or other factors.

In this environment:

What is a “closed user group”?

•  Customers can pool travel credits from a variety of optional sources — perks, benefits, transferable third-party deals — for a more 
seamless and unified customer experience.

•  Airlines can enhance customer options through more innovative products and channels over time, made possible by the synergy of 
travel credits into a single value pool.

•  Customers who receive alternatives to refunds have a wider variety of travel-credit spending options that keep associated revenue 
within the airline’s ecosystem of products and partners.

•  Airlines can centralize travel credits management in a single solution, rather than relying on disparate methods, platforms, and 
channels for varying types of travel credits.

Airlines can optimize CX and drive business value with a ‘closed user group’ for travel credits



5 key elements of a winning strategic approach

A digital wallet with these capabilities is a leap forward in terms of travel credits 
management technologies. Here are the elements of that digital wallet that interest 

airline finance, operations, and CX leaders in terms of the business benefits it yields.

Make CX the 
core focus

Continue to 
create new refund 
alternatives

Enable flexible 
redemption rules

Enable the 
exchange of credits 
for loyalty points or 
miles

Enable credits exchanges for 
flights, ancillaries, and 
third-party products

1 5
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Make CX the core focus1

Customers should be at the center of optimized travel credits management, eliminating the confusion, frustrations, and inefficiencies of old 
techniques. A digital wallet that enables transparency, omnichannel availability, and seamless self-service can allow customers to view, 
manage, and spend or exchange credits easily — all in one place.

This approach frees customers from searching through emails, calling customer support numbers, or retaining specific codes to access 
different types of credits. Instead, customers enjoy a unified experience accessible via a mobile app, portal, traditional contact center, or 
other channels.

Opportunities include:

•  An adaptive portal design and responsive view for 
customers, featuring multi-language support

•  Automated customer email or SMS notifications and 
reminders

•  Customer-centric rather than booking-centric travel 
credits management

•  A variety of superior “win-win” options for 
passengers and airlines compared to cash refunds

•  Availability in an airline’s primary mobile app
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Enable flexible redemption rules2

An airline’s strategy should be driven by its business goals, not its technology. A successful travel credits wallet, therefore, supports the ideal 
redemption strategy for any airline. The airline can adjust, add, or remove exchange options easily, responding to market changes and 
business goals as they evolve.

•  Add, remove, or adjust redemption options through 
simple backend processes

•  Enable flexibility in redemption values as needed, in 
place of static options

•  Flexibility in setting expiry conditions for travel credits, 
depending on choice factors

•  Create new, incremental revenue opportunities through 
travel credit purchase offers

Opportunities include:
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Enable credits exchanges for flights, ancillaries, and third-party products3

Customers should be able to use credits for anything the airline or its chosen partners sell, accessible through a single portal or seamless 
backend integrations. Through a configurable admin tool, airlines will have backend flexibility to introduce new flight and ancillary exchange 
options, as well as such third-party opportunities such as discounts on ground transportation or lodgings. This creates a closed user group 
whereby airlines offer “win-win” offers customers will prefer to cash refunds.

•  Create an interactive wallet to serve as a travel credits payment method

•  Provide customers with flexibility to mix cash and credits on special 
offers, if desired

•  Build a transparent, accessible platform for service recovery and 
onboard credits (OBCs)

•  Unlock new branded capabilities to increase cash on hand
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Enable the exchange of credits for loyalty points or miles4

Airlines can set exchange rates for customers who wish to change travel credits into loyalty points or even frequent flier miles, should the 
airline choose to enable those capabilities. This function is especially valuable for airlines hoping to increase alignment between customers 
and these programs. Airlines may also integrate the wallet with customer profiles associated with these programs.

•  Enable the flexibility to create one or more 
credit currencies within the platform

•  Automate customized credit or point offers 
based on customer segments

•  Increase opportunities to build more 
personalized relationships based on 
customer context
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Continue to create new refund alternatives5

Airlines should be able to implement any new and creative win-win offers that reduce cash refunds without hurting customer satisfaction. 
These include both new and more flexible offers as part of their existing refund opportunities, which can be adjusted based on unique market 
conditions.

For example, an airline may want to offer targeted, short-term promotions. The airline may incentivize customers in a certain region with a 
10% increase in travel credits value or offer travel credits discounts on specific routes during shorter seasons.

Opportunities include:

•  Streamline operations through the automation of 
travel-credit provisions

•  Provide new travel-credit purchase offers that 
increase cash on hand for airlines

•  Create new, incremental revenue opportunities 
based on market conditions
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A short checklist as you begin your search for a travel credits management solution 

The market for travel credits management solutions is limited, and most platforms don’t offer the robust 
options described in this guide. However, there are core capabilities airlines can look for to help narrow their 
search and home in on the right solutions.

Consider these essential capabilities as you study the market:

Tracking and accounting that support customer behavior insights and easy auditing

Automation of customer notifications, targeted offers, and key aspects of operations

Embedded fraud protection that eliminates risks associated with existing credit options

Greater flexibility in types of credits, discounts, product offerings, and integrations

Enhanced CX with a streamlined UI, customer segmentation, and self-service capabilities

Greater fungibility of credits through special offers made possible by a closed user group

More win-wins for customers and airlines that reduce the need for cash refunds

Reduced costs by minimizing the use of call centers when customers redeem credits

Increases loyalty by engaging customers and building relationships outside of loyalty programs



A modern solution that drives business results

The digital wallet for travel credits is the next evolutionary 
step in airline customer engagement and support. As an 
airline, you have an opportunity to take a competitive lead 
with a travel-credits wallet solution that will perform for 
decades to come — including in a time of industry-wide 
disruptions.

Closed user groups featuring “win-win” offers are already 
driving key business metrics — such as customer 
satisfaction, cash retention, and spending increases from 
non-loyalty program customers — in retail3 , hospitality4 , 
and other industries. It’s time airlines enable these benefits 
for passengers and themselves.

https://nrf.com/blog/kohls-adapts-customer-experience-evolving-consumer 
3   Smith, Sandy. "Kohl’s adapts the customer experience to the evolving consumer." National Retail Federation. August 15, 2016.

https://www.booking.com/content/wallet-terms.en-gb.html 
4   Booking.com. Wallet and Wallet Credits (Credits) Terms & Conditions.



https://www.ibsplc.com/contact/business-enquiry
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At IBS Software, it’s our mission to transform how airlines operate 
in a digital world, delivering next-generation products that 
accelerate growth, drive efficiency, and create a differentiated 
customer experience. 

Get in touch to talk to one of our experts and set-up a free demonstration 
of our own digital wallet for travel credits management solution.

Take your first leap forward

© IBS Software 2022. All Rights Reserved


